ANOTHER PRESIDENT PREDICTION

Jeremiah Farrell
Indianapolis, Indiana

This puzzle was suggested by Chris Morgan who recalled my Tuesday, November 5, 1996 crossword in the *New York Times* that predicated the win between Clinton and Bob Dole in that day’s election.

This puzzle concerns this November’s election.

```
Across
2 Atomic No. 20
4 __ elected this November
8 Not out
9 See 4-across
13 Medical injection
14 Parent

Down
1 Seal
2 Chemical symbol
3 Food type
4 Containers
5 Chemical symbol
6 Chemical symbol
7 Sold out: abbr.
9 Blocks
10 Small taste
11 Girl’s name
12 Fog
```
The Answer

2 Down   Cesium or Curium
5 Down   Indium or Radon
6 Down   Deuterium or Uranium
7 Down   Standing Room Only